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Lecture l.

Theory of Stellar Interiors

References: EddingtonA. S. Internal Constitution of the Stars
(Dover Reprint)

Chandrasekhar, S. Chapter in "Astrophysics" edited
by J .A. Hynek (McGraw-Hill)

Hayashi, C., R. HoGhi, and D. Sugimoto, Frog.Th.
Phvs.Supple.No.22, (l962~

Demarque and Geisler, Ap.J., 137, (1963).

I. Observational Data.

The basic data obtainable for the study of stellar structure

are only relevant to "boundary conditions" of the theory; we cannot,

of course, observe anything of the internal structure directly.

However, such gross properties as mass, radius, luminosity, surface

temperature, and surface chemical composition are of immediate

interest when they are obtainable. For the case of the sun certain

of these are known to good precision and are of illustrative in-

terest here: these are

mass M~ 2 x 1033 gm. ,

luminosi ty L$ 4 x 1033 ergs! sec. , and

radius R0 7 x 1011 cm.

For other stars, there are only about 30 for which well-

determined masses exist. These are determined dynamically for

members of binary star systems. Luminosities can be determined

on an absolute scale once the distances are known, though the small
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corrections for unobservable UV. radiation are sometimes not

reliable. The luminosity and mass for the sun imply that the sun

generates approximately 2 ergsl sec/gm, which is less than is gen-

erated in a human body; however as h~ans are somewhat smaller than

the sun, they don't glow. Finally, stellar radii are not directly

observable except for a very few wh'Ích may be obtained inter-

ferometrically or from eclipsing binary stars. Stellar radii

must therefore be obtained from the relation

:2 If
L = '- ii ~ a-Te (l)

where ~ is the Stefan-Bal tzmann constant and T.i is the

temperature an equivalent blackbody source would have if it gave

-l is not far from the surface temperaturethe same luminosity.

of the star and it can be determined from analysis of the spectrum,

II. Equations of Stellar Structure

The majority of stars seem to be macroscopically in steady

state and it is customary to assume that they are in mechan:Lcal

equilibrium. Even in most phases of their evolution, it seems

adequate to assume that they pass through a sequence of equilibrium

configurations. Moreover, most studies of stellar structure neglect

rotation and magnetic fields, so that the stellar model may be thought
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to be spherically sYmetric.

The equation of hydrostatic balance is then

1: ~ - :if '
(2)

where ~ and ,jJ are the local pressure and density, It is

distance from the center ,and
~

is the acceleration of gravity

at position n. . The independent variable 17 ranges from zero

to 'R Within any sphere of radius /1 there is a mass Mn.

which varies from zero to M as n ranges from zero to R .
. The gravitational acceleration 2 is given by the classi-

cal expression

~(n.)=
GMIt

11 ,.
(3)

where G is the gravitational constant. Moreover, /'n. must

satisfy the simple differential equation

d. Mj\

d/i
:a

_ 4 ¡if ¡i · (4)

To these equations we must now add an equation of energy

conservation. For this purpose the luminosity, L.)t , emitted by

sphere of radius (l is useful. Clearly, the increase in L;i,

d Ln) due to energy generation in a s~ll cLtL is 41T-611':oLlt.)

where ~ is the rate of energy generation per unit mass. Then,
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cl L,t :: l- iif r-t E. "

cLn.

(5)

Moreover, this luminosity produces a flux

F =
LA.

)
/. 1T ri'"

(6)

which must be a constant if only radiation transports heat.

(Thermal conduction is generally negligible, except in

degenerate stars which we shall discuss later.) The transfer

of energy by radiative transfer in stellar interiors is well

approximated by the equation

cL (~)

d/i
d (fa ï'l)- =

c: f'

xi; Ln
. 1.)

C. Ll ii n.

(7)

where JJ R is the radiation pressure, ì( is the absorption

coefficient per gram, and C is the speed of light. This equation

expresses the momentum balance for radiation, namely that the force

due to the gradient of radiation pressure must balance the momen-

tum absorbed from the beam in its passage through the abso111Üng

gible.) Finally it is worthwhile to

the matter is normally negli-

)-1note that ('ì; is a mean

material. (The momentum given up to

free path of photons.

It sometimes occurs that the temperature gradient resulting

from equation (7) is greater than the adiabatic gradient in some

regions of the star and convective instability can be expected.
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tn these cases the efficiency of convective energy transport is

high and the gradient is reduced to nearly the adiabatic gradient.

In that case one sets

fl
01 It .. ( t tIATIC (, tlT) rL P~ (¡-p '-a

. .. ,AIABATIC

, (8)

(Another energy transfer mechanism which may sometimes be impor-

tant is the propagation of compressible waves; this might be rele-

vant to the helium flash to be discussed below.)

Finally, we mus t add boundary cond i t ions to the se equa t ions.

These are

at n..: 0; Mn = 0", Lit So OJ P=- 'Pc. ? to; Tc ,and

(9)

at fL='K, Mri=M) L/l=-LJ P-:O) T= 0,

Letting -p and T vanish at n=R. is usually a good approximation

since -p~ G 'Pc. and T L:.c -r are inequalities which are extremely

well satisfied in general. In the next section we shall provide

estimates for "Pc and Tc. ' the central pressure and temperature.

III. Some Orders of Magnitude.

,To obtain some feeling for the physical conditions in a

stellar interior, let us make some approximate calculations of

mean quantities in the sun.
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For example, the mean solar density is

- /' (t ~~p ~.. ",,") ,
) 0:= ~ií '" ;; V,":: i~Ð

(lO)

With this we can use equations (2) and (3) to estimate the

central pressure. This yields

p - P.c. () -- G Møjai_

'Rø
(11)

where we have used ttl?ctJi"" (~ - -e YR Since ~ ¿.c ~ ' we

have enough information now to estimate that

i~ d.t.h gA /:i ID t-
Pc ~ /0 7'-eIvm = 10 ll. (12)

Then we can use the gas law (at ~east for the sun)

p = L1eT J
,. 'W H

(13)

where 4 is Bal tzmann 's constant, )A is the mean molecular weight,

and ~ M is the mass of the hydrogen atom. In the stellar interior

the material is predominantly ionized and for pure hydrogen this

means jA= 1/2. For pure ionized helium, )-= 4/3. There is a

small admixture of helium in the sun (A. 10%) ,but /A is still

close to 1/2. Thus we find

~ ~ /07°1\ (14)

This shows that the gas law is valid since it takes densities of
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about loSgml cm3at this temperature to produce degeneracy, and

densities of about 103gml cm3 before corrections due to the excluded

volume (mostly of 0 ions) are appreciable.

iV. The Virial Theorem.

It is useful and instructive to derive the Virial theorem at

this point, and we shall do so, continuing to omit magnetic fields

and rotation from consideration.

To begin with let us note that the thermal energy content of

a star is
M

ET - J.2 Ie T d./r2. # 'Wri /1,
f)

(15)

which, from the estimates of the preceding section, turns out to be

~ 1049 ergs.

Further, the gravitational binding energy of a star is given

by M

E6 - -1 G~~ dM/1 )

o

(16)

which is simply the result of adding successive mass shells to the

star from infinity. This quantity is therefore negative, and a crude

estimate gives E
Go

= 1049 ergs. Thus ~ ~ - ET, and the

Virial theorem simply makes this rough equality more precise.

To derive the relation between t: T and ~, let us first

combine equations (2) and (3) to obtain
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tl?= -
GM/1. p dlt.

n~ ./
(17)

.1

Let us mul tiply both sides of equation (17) by J. Trfl and

integrate. We obtain for the left hand side,~ ~ 0
J 'I rr lt 3d. 'P"' "ifrr P / - 3' 'tii J?iz 2-d. n. .o ~ (18)

Now, since ~ :; 0 and n= 0 when ?:: 'Pc. ' the integrated

term vanishes and we find on using equations (4) and (13) that

'F

r lfiTn3 Iii' =

~

M

3 f ltí
P rr H

c

d MIL = ;L E T ~ (19)

Now the right hand side of equation (l7) after mul tiplication by

.3

J. rrl1t and integration becomes

()

- fllíGMflflt d.ri
1t

M

= J G~/l
o

dri=Ec;, (20)

where we have made use of equation (4) once more. We are thus led

to the equa t ion

EG + 2 /; T - 0.1" (21)

which is the Viria1 theorem.

Another form of this equation is obtained by noting that
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the total energy is

f;ET+EG, (22)

so that

E4-ET =0, (23)

To illustrate the significance of these results, suppose

that the nuclear energy sources in a star are abruptly switched

off. The star will continue to radiate and E will decrease.

If the changes are quasistatic, equations (21) and (23) should

continue to hold. Hence from equation (23) we may conclude that

-
~ T must increase and the star must grow hotter. Then equation

(2l) implies that E: G must decrease, so that a contraction must

take place in the stellar interior. Moreover we can see that only

half of the energy released goes into heating the star and that

the other half must escape. The times for these adjustments to

take place are quite short compared to most stellar ages; for

example the sun contracted from (practically) ~

where nuclear reactions take place in about 107 yrs.

to the point

Finally we should stress that these results are a consequence

of our use of the ideal gas law. As we shall see, the picture is

entirely different when the stellar material becomes degenerate.
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V. Opacity.

The absorption coefficient, K , is an effective area

per unit mass presented by the stellar material. It is a

weighted average over all wavelengths, and this average is

we.ighted in favor of those wavelengths which carry the bulk of

the radiative flux. The main process which contributes to the

opacity is photoionization (bound-free absorption), though line

(bound-bound) and free-free absortpion also must be considered.

Recent estimates show that line absorptLon contributes about

20% of the opacity in the sun, while in very hot stars electron

scattering is the predominant source of opacity.

Opacity tables are available for a variety of pressures,

temperatures, and chemical composition and in limited ranges it

is customFry to represent the tables by the interpolation formula

X:'k¡fJTbfì · (24)

VI. Energy Production.

The main source of stellar energy generation is in nuclear

reactions. The main reactions in this are the proton-proton

cycle (H - H) and the carbon-nitrogen cycle (C - N ). The

nuclear capt:ures involved in the C-N cycle must besuffi-

ciently energetic to overcome Coulombic repulsions, and this

becomes increasingly possible as the temperature rises )with the
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resul t that the energy generation rate is extremely sensiti~e

to temperature. This rate depends on temperature like

'l/3 i k )
-r ei? -\AT- '3 , where A depends on the nuclear parameters.

Thus, the eN reaction goes extremely quickly at high tempera-

tures as illustrated in the accompanying sketch.

e/)~ E
C-N

H-H

ì

'T

Just as interpolation formulae are used to represent the

opacity tables, an interpolation formula for e is frequently

employed. This has the form

c
E = £0 f T. (25)

For the H - H cycle C ~ 4, while for the C-N cycle, C = 16.

For the solar interior the temperature is still low enough for

the H - H cycle to be dominant.
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VII. The Degenerate Gas Law

If the density in the stellar interior becomes sufficiently

large, the ideal gas law (eq. (13)) no longer holds. Let us try to

estimate the density at which this occurs.

For the typical thermal energies at temperature -r , an

electron has a deBroglie wavelength

À = l- h -; ) V;3

\:t;¡ 'Y k T
(26)

Now the effective volume occupied by an electron is approximately

À:3 On the other hand, if NJ- is the number of electrons per

uni t volume, the volume per electron is ~AI)L

plausible that unless

Then, it is

À3 ~~ YN;.) (27)

we can expect quantum effects to occur and the ideal gas law must

break down. (This argument omits various numerical factors, such

as the factor 2. from the Pauli principle.) The critical density

T 3/,.for the incipience of degeneracy is therefore proportional to .

It is possible, using the Fermi-dirac statistics, to derive

equations of state for the degenerate electron gas. For densities

just above the critical density, we have what Chandrasekhar calls

nonrelativistic degeneracy for which

'P :: k 0 ~~I fJ i r (1&1 1"0 ¿ me) c.) ) (28)

where ~ is the electron pressure and fø is the radius of the

Fermi sphere.
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For relativistic degeneracy, which occurs at higher densities,

~
~. : K 2. l (¡t 7; ~ YY() C)a (28a)

Here :P J¿ is the partial pressure of the electro,tis and K1 and Ki.

are constants. For the total pressure we havê

~ot :: PÚJ ,+ Pe\ (29)

Now Pio .c.: ~ and, except in some very recent calculations,

'PU7 has been generally neglected in degenerate stars 0

VII. The Russell-Vogt Theorem

It is not difficult to see that if we once specify the

dependences of l

other quantities which follow from the equations of stellar struc-

E ,and )( on the state variables, then all

ture are functions of only the mass, fi (It must also be assumed
..,

that the chemical composition is specified everywhere.)

The point is that given the central pressure, 1D~ ' and

temperature, ire ) we can integrate the equations and obtain

PlL ~ 1? :: p ( 'P ) Te.))
(30)

and

In::R =TC?c.ik)a (31)
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The boundary conditions require that we set these equal to

zero, and this provides equations for ~ and le However,

the mass equation, integrated, must then give /Ý~ = M so that

we find, on inverting the result, "' (M) ) and ~ (M) and -ç eM) .

This result (more rigorously produced) is known as the Russell-

Vogt theorem.

VIII. Homology transformations

It is natural to ask what we can learn about stellar

structure from dimensional considerations. Let us then intro-

duce nondimensional variables defined by

T (~m ~)r.: ~ r? ~

-p :.
IGM '-)
L 1?q f)

It .. R X)

L
- Lf-

:r

and ,l :: ~ 0
R'3

(32)

(33)

(34)

(35)

Suppose we now consider the form equation (7) takes in terms

of the new variables: this is
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dt'l- ~-
dX

-A
cr H'Q. t 1r .t

X 
2.

;,
(36)

where we have used the interpolation formula for the opacity

(eq. 24).

LMltth-3 ¡M 6-'1

The constant A

1? -.) a. -b Z"

, is now seen to be proportional to

Thus, we see how the lumin-

osity depends on the mass; that is, we have found Eddington's

famous mass-luminosity law. As an example, suppose the opacity

is due principally to electron scattering. Then a.= (! ; 0 and

¥ .AA .3

L =A¿L;"
o

(37)

This result indicates the usual sensitive dependence of L-

on M and the weak dependence on R .
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Lecture 2.

Early Stages of Stellar Evolution Hand H.I Burning;

Comparison with Observation.

I. Abundances of the Elements

We have now seen that for a given mass and chemical

composition we can compute the l4mlnosity and radius of a star.

Al ternatively, for given values of the mass, luminosity, and

radius we can find the star i s chemical composition, if we add

the assumption that it is uniform through the star. We then

find the fraction of mass in hydrogen, helium, and aii the

heavier elements. We get approximately for these quantities

70%, 27% and 3% respectively. The relative abundances of the

various heavy elements must be determined separately from the

study of stellar atmospheres; we find that carbon, nitrogen and

o~ygen are the most abundant of these.

II. The Main Sequence

Suppose we adopt the abundances discussed in section I as

the cosmic abundances and compute stellar models for a variety of

masses. We can think of these model s as a one-parameter sequence,

with the mass, AA , as the parameter. The question then is to

display these models in a convenient graphical form. This is done

most conveniently in terms of the observational parameters Land
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~ We recall that -ç , the effective temperature, is the
temperature a blackbody of the stellar radius must have to pro~

duce the same luminosity as the star. Thus, 1, is defined by

the relation

"' 4-
L -: Lf íf 'R Q" Te (38)

The use of 4. in stead of R as an independent variable is

dictated by observational convenience. (Sometimes the spectral

classification or color is used instead of ~

are practically equivalent to ~ .)

The L--l; plane then forms a convenient standard for

these, however,

exhibiting observed and theoretical stellar sequences. An array

of points representative of observed or theoretical stars in this

plane is called a Hertzsprùng-Russell (H-R) diagram. In the

accompanying H-R diagram we show the one parameter family of

models obtained for a given, constant, chemicalcompQsition.

L Î

~ -T,
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The curve shown is called the theoretical main sequence, and

the mass increases upward and to the left along this sequence.

The models along the main sequence are of uniform chemi-

cal composition, but they differ in many details. The high

luminosity stars produce energy by the Carbon-Nitrogen cycle.

Since E is very sensitive to temperature for this cycle
~

(equation (25)), there is a strong concentration of energy genera-

tion toward the center. Thus the luminosity, LIl ' has a fairly

large value even for small values of /l , so that, according to

equation (7), the temperature gradient becomes quite large for

small fL Hence stars operating on the C-N cycle have convective

cores with about 10% of the radius (and in this case LO% of the mass)

in convective equilibrium.

On the other hand the less-massive stars operating on the

proton-proton cycle have lower luminosities and no convective

cores. But they have cooler outer layers which are therefore rela-

tively opaque. In this case radiative transfer is not efficient and

the outer layers are convective.

Finally, it is interesting to note that because the main

sequence stars derive their energy from nuçlear reactions they are

thermally quite stable. This results from the strong dependence of

energy generation on temperature. If a star is contracted slightly

it will heat up, and the energy generation will increase causing

further heating and a reexpansion. (If the ideal gas law does not
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hold the situation may be different, as we shall see.)

. III. White Dwarfs

As we saw in the previous lecture, the density at whâch

_31
degeneracy starts is proportional to I ~; in particular for

a density - B ". '34 3
l ~ .2 X ID 1 rm/CI (39)

we get degeneracy effects.

Now from the order of magnitude estimates given in

Lecture 1, we saw that the central temperature of a star is given

by a combination of equations (10), (11), and (13) which tells us

that

Tc 0( M-
R.

(40)

From what is known about M and 'R, we can conclude that Tc'

does not vary extremely widely over roughly homogeneous stars,

and this suggests that we may use a value of ten million degrees

for an estimate in equation (39). TQus, we find a density of

about 103gm/cm~ as for the degenerate density.

Once this degeneracy sets in the equation of state is a

complicated -p:: -PCt) relationship,

p:k1tfJ
p ~ Kif ~

approaching

(41)
or

(42)
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in the nonrelativistic low-density and relativistic high-density

limits. Thus thè temperature disappears from the basic structure

equations and the central density of degenerate stars is inde-

pendent of temperature.

If we now make order-of-magnitude estimates as in Lecture

1, we find for the non-relativistic equation of state

'Pc 0(
lý' , ~
-~ll 0( K, Fe. ex (~)~1iK i 'R3 ) (43)

hence

- J.

RcxM3 ) (44'

and we have the interesting result for degenerate stars that

larger mass means smaller radius. If we now conbine equations

(41), (43), and, (44) we find

~j;) c. D( /V J (45)
so that as the mass increases the density does. It is clear,

therefore, that for larger masses we must use the relativistically

degenerate equation of state which applies to large densities.

If we do this, we readily find that lV is independent of R .

Now this result and equation (44) are asymptotic limits, but they

show the outl ines of the variation of the radius of a degenerate

star as a function of mass. In more detailed calculations Stoner

and Chandrasekhar have shown that for a certain critical mass the
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has no nuclear sources and yet continues to radiate energy.

(The discussion of Lecture 1 based on the perfect-gas Virial

Theorem does not apply here.) This slow evolution of white

dwarfs was discussed by Mestel.

iv. Stars of High Luminosity

For stars of high luminosity, initially on the main

sequence, hydrogen burning in the core proceeds rapidly on the

Carbon-Nitrogen cycle. The core is convective with a mixing time

of a few years. Therefore the core remains homogeneous with an

increasing (in time) ratio of helium to hydrogen. The outer envelope

maintains its initially hydrogen-rich composition, and so the model

becomes increasingly inhomogeneous.

Models of this kind can be studied /----.
!NVe;;\ \! i. ¡ \
\ ~:./ /\ i'"" /'--._,~

by numerical integration and it is found

that as the star evolves in this way, its

effective temperature remains nearly con-

stant, and the size of the convective core

hardly changes. The luminosity steadily

rises, however, and this is phase 1 in the evolutionary track shown

a little below.

Finally, when all the hydrogen in the core has been converted

to helium, the energy generation rate drops to zero and, according

to equation (5), d Lnjdl1 ~ 0 in the core. Bu t L == 0 , so thato
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Lfl = 0 in the core, and from equation (7) we see that 01 %~ O.
The core is therefore isothermal. The core then begins to

collapse, its temperature rising until hydrogen at the edge

of the core can start burning. This all happens qULckly and

gravitational energy is released in the process, but the

moment the nuclear sources turn on, they dominate the energy

production.

The core stops shrinking for one of two reasons:

a) The shrinking of the core increases the density and, if

the mass of the core is less than the Chandrasekhar limit, the

core will become degenerate. According to our consiq~rations

of the preceding section, this will result in a fixed radius

of the core for a given mass.

b) On the other hand, if the mass of the core exceeds the

Chandrasekhar limit the core will continue to contract until

the core becomes hot ertough to start a new nuclear reaction.

As we saw earlier, this will rapidly stabilize the situation.

The evolution in case a) is quite interesting. For then,

the core becomes small and hot and the star expands. Since the

luminosity does not change much in this process, the effective

temperature decreases as in phase 2 of the evolutionary track.

To understand the expansion it is possible to consider a

model with a mass point at the center and a massless envelope. Solu-

tion of the static problem produces an infinite radius for the envelope.
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L I ~~.~"',/
i

! ¡¿
I

I

I
I

I
i

limiting surface
temperature
~ 30000K

~

original
main sequence

~ Te

The situation is now that hydrogen burning has started

at the edge of the core and continues to burn in a shell. As

the hydrogen in the shell is depleted, the shell eats its way

into the envelope. Meanwhile, the envelope has expanded so

far that it has become relatively cool and radiative transfer

becomes ineffective in face of the increased opacity. Con~

vection then sets in, in the outer envelope which drops to a

low limiting temperature.

Meanwhile the temperature in the hydrogen-burning shell

near the center of the star goes up and likewise the luminosity

goes up. If the core remains degenerate, we no longer can use

the Virial theorem, and the structure is unaffected by the rise

in temperature. So nothing stops the rise in temperature and

ultimately helium burning begins in the core. . As the temperature

in the core increases, the nuclear reaction rate goes up, which

L.
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in turn causes an incyease in energy production rate. The

increase in energy production further raises the temperature.

The resul t is a thermal runaway which is arrested when the

temperature becomes high enough to break down the degeneracy.

It has been suggested by Mestel that this helium flash,

as it is called, may give rise to supernovae stellar explosions

which will be discussed in a subsequent lecture. But there

does not seem to be enough energy produced in short enough

time to blow off as much matter as is observed in supernovae

explosions. (See the paper of Hayashi, etal.) The core ex-

pands under the helium burning in about 600 sec. and this is

violent enough to remove only about 5% of the stellar mass.

(It should be stressed that these results are based on, calcula-

tions using quasistatic models, which are not justifiable in

such rapid evolutionary changes, and thus they are only schematic.)

When the helium is completely burned a new degenerate core

can be formed in the ashes of the helium burning. The process by

which helium burns is predominantly:

R

He t H.. -)- Be

i I~
Be t H.. -/ C. ) C'~ He. ~ 011: (somewha t)

so tha t
11-

C and (also) 0:& are the predominant remnants of

the helium flash. At the edge of this core helium burning proceeds
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in a shell, and a less important shell of hydrogen burning is

found farther out. At this point the star is at the asterisk

in the H-R diagram and phase 4, a carbon flash, begins.

Thereafter flashes can occur for a number of heavier

elements but the number of flashes is ultimately set by the

mass of the star.

In conclusion it should be stressed that all these dis-

cussions are based on the results of numerical integrations, and

that practically nothing is known theoretically about stellar

evolution except what such integrations have revealed.
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Lecture 3.

Later Stellar Evolution Nucleogenesis

REFERENCES: ,Articles in voL. LI of Hndllch.,Q.Phys.

Chiu, H.Y. Ann. of Phys. 15, 1, 1961; 16, 321, 1961

Burbridge, Burbridge, Fowler, and Hoyle, Rev.Mod.,
Phys. 29, 547, 1957.

1. Comparison of Theory and Observation

To obtain some check on the theory, we can observe

clusters of stars which presumably form groups of stars of the

same age and initial composition. The observed H-R diagrams

differ markedly from cluster to cluster, revealing primarily,

differences in age. Some examples are sketched below.

L /
J
~

L

i

r-\
~

~ ~ 4( Te
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Notice that in both diagrams there is an unevolv.ed remaining

portion of the main sequence corresponding to low mass stars

which burn their hydrogen slowly. The point at which the cluster

diagram breaks away from the unevolved main sequence can be used

to estimate the age of the cluster. Examples are observed

ranging from 106 to about 1010 yrs. The calculations show that

10
stars leaving the main sequence after 10 yrs. have slightly

more mass than the sun.

In detail, the observed H-R diagrams do not match the

theoretical ones based on evolution calculations, but both

theory and observations have uncertainties and this is not sur-

prising. One observes white dwarfs in the expected place in the

H-R diagram, and stars in the cross-hatched region below which

are unexplained. Perhaps these are white dwarfs with outer

envelopes.

~
L 1

~~
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II. Buildup of Heavy Elements

It is observed that older stars have more heavy elements

(e.g. Fe, Mg., Ti) than younger ones do. Of course, C, N, 0, and

He are important and would be expected to follow suit, but these

are harder to observe. However, the abundances of all the heavy

elements seem to be higher in older stars sI,nce one gets a better

fit in the H-R diagrams for young and old clusters with this

assumption. An acid test would be provided by helium, but this

is practically impossible to observe.

The situation is complicated in period of evolution when

L is hig.h and Te is low because the models are very sensitive to

the efficiency of convective heat transfer. Moreover, though the

convection zones in these stars are extensive, they do not seem

to reach the core where the nuclear reactions take plaèe (but

it i s close). Hence one would not expect to observe the enrichment

of heavy elements directly. Howayer, certain bright stars show a

high abundance of carbon which is evidence for heavy element build-

ing right in those stars themselves, followed by mixing to the

surface.

For heavy elements to be buil t up, a source of neutrons

must be available, since Coulombic repulsions make the buildup of

heavy elements by proton capture very difficult. The two best ways

of providing neutrons seem to be
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c/3+ Helf ~ Oll.+nL+ 2.:i/YeV.

and
:2/ i. :i4

Ne. + He -7 Nl5 + rr + :2. ~ Me. v.

Not only are the neutron sources needed, but they are needed in

just the right circumstances, since the capture cross-section differs

from element and there are elements which must capture three

neutrons without an intervening ¡a ~decay to produce the next

heavier element. A situation like this last one calls a very

high neutron flux at the opportune moment.

In closing this section we note that cool stars with high

luminosity have large radius and are called red giants.

III. The Theory of Supernovae

When a star has now burned all fuels up to Fe, there are

no longer any exothermic reactions available. It then begins to

contract and heat until the temperature is hot enough for the

nuclei to go into statistical equilibrium. The most probable

state is that with the most particles. For example,L 'H' II)ie ~ many e. A. + neutrons. But these reactions are endo-

thermic and energy is absorbed. This occurs at T ~ binding

1090 K, and f -- i05 gml cc. When this o.ccurs T stops....energy

increasing and the star continues to contract. Since the energy
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of collapse is going into fission and T can't increase, the

pressure doesn't increase and the collapse speeds up. This

causes the envelope now to contract and heat rapidly. But

nuclear fuel s are abundant in the envelope and nuclear reactions

are turned on so quickly that the star explodes.

iv. Neutrino Processes

In many of the reactions taking place energy is carried

off by neutrinos, almost all of which escape directly into space

from the star' s core~ This sink of energy must therefore be taken

into account in the evolution theory.

The first neutrino emission process considered in stars

was Gamo,W's: URCAprocess, or inverse ¡. -decay, for example

1)
33 33 _ _5~P +~ +))+O.-i5/Vw;

2)
33 --

e- + P -'? 533., ìJ~

For process 2) the e- needs an energy ~ ~Mev and this energy

(which is thermal) goes to the neutrinos. The URCA process occurs

sharply at a temperature corresponding to this energy, so that in

principle this process could be a regulator of the temperature.

However, 533 is not a very abundant species. If there were (say)
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:5

a star composed of pure fie , a really. pronounced effect

could occur.

Other neutrino processes have been predicted by the

Feynman-Gell-Mann theory:

a) Neutrino Bremsstrahlung (e passing by a charged

particle and accelerated -Y e--¡ v+ )) ). (Ponte corvo first

drew attention to possible importance of this in stars.)

b) Photoneutrino emission (t + e- -': e: .. )) + y ).

c) Pair annihilation (e- + e+ -~ iJ + ))).

The range of importance of these processes is shown in the

accompanying sketch.

H4 'BWtVliYl ~ c- .BWlY'; 'n9 ~ .\. pCW .
aYlni.hi La-tan

///
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_ 7h,.1õ Ylei.t\--nos

//

/'
/r-

fy- /
I
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Chiu has suggested that a collapse of the core produced by the

emission of photoneutrinos could lead to supernovae.

(Lecture ended as audience was thermalized in typical

WH discussion.)
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Lecture iv

Interstellar Matter

Diffuse Nebulae, HI Regions, Spiral Structure

REFERENCES: Interstellar Matter in Galaxies, L. Wol tjer (Ed.),
Benjamin Press. (Esp. articles by Oort, Woltjer,
Burbridge, Spitzer, Kahn.)

I. Bright Nebulae

A number of nebulae are observed which emit light in

bright lines. In these are imbedded hot stars which emit light

quanta sufficiently energetic to ionize hydrogen (,- l3~ .1 V ).

Most stars do not emit much of this kind of radiation, but the

more massive ones have high enough effective .temperatures to emit

a lot of these high-energy photons. The density in these nebulae

ranges from 104 atoms per cc down to 1 atoml cc (which is the limit

of detection).

The boundary between the ionized region in the nebula and

the surrounding neutral gas is very sharp. This is true because

any neutral gas which is present absorbs the radiation and is

ionized as long as there is any appreciable ionizing radíation.

The thickness of the transition zone from neutral to ionized gas

is approximately the mean free path of an ionizing photon in the

neutral gas. This is

À ~ I ~Her
I __ I it¡

10'1 J( 10 -/fJ -- 0 (Y...
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where N is the particle density and ~ is the cross-section

for photoionization.

The point of transition from ionized to neutral gas occurs

where the ionization rate just balances the recombination rate.

(At this point the characteristic times for the processes is 
in

order of days, while convective time scales are "" 105 yrs.

Convective motions can therefore be ignored in these considerations.)

Now the number of ionizations per unit time is equal to

the total number of ionizing photons emitted by the star per

unit time)

=
L~
fi y

, (32)

where L ~ is the luminosity emerging in all fraquencies greater

than Yo , the frequency just'sufficient to produce ionization.

This must equal the number of recombinations per unit time which

il' given by
3

4 iTn-- .
3 (33)~ t1 ~ V-rue a. ¡o T u.

~ ' 11Il is a function of temperature only (and atomicClearly,

parameters) and !Vi , the number of ions per cc., is related to

/Ve by the temperature. So the balance equation takes the form

~ ~!' 2. f (T)nJ
t. ))

(34)
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Hence the size J 11 , of the nebula increases with the number

of ionizing photons and decreases inversely with the square of

the dens i ty . (It is important to note that the electrons i cross-

section for elastic scattering is relatively large, so that they

have many scatterlngs between ionization and recombination, and

reach a Maxwellian distribution. Thus it is meaningful to speak

of a temperature, as we have done.)

Now in a photoionization an electron will come off with

a kinetic energy l, (V -~), where '¡ is the frequency of the

ionizing photon, and -h))o is the energy needed for ionization.

The average value of this kinetic energy isCf I
i.-h(v-Vo))1J1~ eL-J

flfv ;~ d. y
ll

/-K (V -Yo ))" . :: (35)

where -Ly is the intensity of the stellar radiation. This is an

appropriate average since the kernel measures the number of quanta

in the range d.v which cause photoionization. It is difficul t

to calculate this quantity since we can't observe the UV spectrum

well, but if we assume that the star radiates like a blackbody,

we find

¿ h (\) - ~ ):/ æ . 8 ~ )* , (36)

where)r* is the stellar temperature. This mean kinetic energy,
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added to the nebula per ionization is of use in computing

the nebular temperature, which we shall now consider.

Consider an emission nebula composed purely of hydrogen.

The energy budget requires that in a steady state the energy

given to the gas by photoionization should equal the energy

lost by recaptures and optical radiation. For these three

processes we have:

1) Rate of energy given to gas by photoionization

number of ionizations per unit time x average energy

input per ionization

number of recaptures per unit time x average energy

input per ionization

Ne NL ~coTII1r X (t l)) - Yo))

Ne /I ¿, 0' n. 11 )( . 8 l- i.

(using eq. (33))

(using eq. (36)) .

2) Rate of energy lost by gas in recaptures

no. of recaptures per unit time x energy lost

per recapture

Ne Ni ~ Al X 21 Æ T , where ~ is the averag'e

fraction of the mean energy which is lost per recapture,

3) Rate of energy lost by optical radiation = Ne/V ~ cr)

where ~ is a known function of the temperature.

As we pointed out, we must have 1) 2) + 3), so tha t
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f(T)(x~T*- 21~TJ= ~(T)

where f (T)=- ~V

(37)

and 'X (-:.8) is an improved coeffi-

cient for equation (36). The solution of equation (37) is

found numerically as shown in the following figure.

ener gy
unit time

lHS:1;o-i¡ T.~ T?

~ ~
"' '"

s ide=

"'.~ ~
T ~

For a successidn of values of -r the joint values of 1; and T

can be found as shown in the diagram. One finds

i: T
5 , 000 5,000

10,000 9,500
20,000 18,000

100,000 92 , 000

(Ok)

thus i ~ ~ .
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If besides hydrogen, the nebula incltides ..impurities in

the same amount as observed elsewhere in nature, these will not

upset the ionization balance. But they can drastically alter

the temperature of the nebula. This occurs bec.ause the impuri-

ties frequently have atomic levels with excitation energies of

1 or 2 volts which are low-lying compared with hydrogen whose

lowest excited level is ""10 volts. Thus these atoms can be

excited easily. in inelastic collisions with electrons with sub-

sequent radiation into space. The net effect is to lower the

electron temperature. This shows up in process 3) (just dis-

cussed) in the

HeN
impurity

form of several new radiation terms of the type

- fi'J
e -l , where E.c. -; 1 volt.. For the

ions

usually assumed abundances this gives temperatures as shown in

the following table.
T T'*

13 , 000 6,500
63,000 11 , 000

179,000 19, 000
.'

The emission nebulae, or bright nebulae, we have been

discussing, being composed mainly of ionized hydroge~J are called

HII regions as opposed to HI regions in which the atomic hydrogen

is neutral.
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TL The Neutral Gas

In the HI regions the only ionized materials are ionized

carbon, silicon and iron. The temperature can be computed based

on the ionization balance of these few elements and it turns out

to be ~ 1000.. The cooling radiation in this case is infrared,

in contrast to the optical cooling radiation from HII regions,

which makes the direct observation of HI difficult. Fortunately,

however, there is an emission line in the radio wavelengths at

21 cm. which is due to the hyperfine structure. of hydrogen. This

permits reasonable measures of the amount of HI and the values

are:

Mass of our galaxy
11

2 x 10" ME)

Mass of HI 3% Mgai.

Mass of HII 3% Mass of HI.

In cool regions the presence of solid particles (dust)

ls detected by the extinction of starlight. These are probably

ices of CH4, H20, and NH3 with small mixtures of Fe, Mg, Si,

The mass of the dust is probably not more than 1% of that of the

interst~llar matter. It is not understood how the dust is formed.

An interesting phenomenon related to the dust is that

molecular hydrogen (H2) may form on the dust particles and then be

dislodged. Once these molecules are formed they are difficul t to

dissociate and a large component of H2 could be built up. The H2

cannot be observed directly, so its quantity cannot be readily
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determined. It is possible that more mass in the interstellar

gas is in H2 than in H.

III. The Distribution of the Interstellar Gas

The gas in our galaxy forms an extremely flattened

system. Half of its mass is contained between planes separa-

ted by l70 pc = 5 x 1020cm, while the radius of the system is

22~ 20 kp c = 6 x 10 cm.

We are about half-way out from the center of this disk

and the local rotational velocity is 250 kml sec. It is difficult

to obtain the velocity elsewhere because the distances are un-

certain. Stars are not useful in this since distant ones are

heavily obscured. Distant HI is observable by 21 cm. radiation

and radial velocities can be found from the Doppler shifts, but

the distances to the emitting clouds are not known. The direc-

tional dependence of the radial velocities can be used to find

V ('R ) ("R = distance from center, V is rotational velocity)

but the determinations are made very uncertain by density fluc-

tuations. Nevertheless, the following picture has been derived:
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Gravity is dominant force

v

R

The observations show a small-scale structure, particu-

larly the spiral arms. The material is clumpy in the spiral

arms (cloud structure) and in the 170 pc. width of the galactic

plane most of the matter is confined to about 10% of the availa-

ble volume. The outer edge, moreover, seems quite sharp:

SNHid.r
(ž! is measured

JL to the plane of
sYmetry)

R~ iS- k pc.

Schematically, the observations are made along lines through

the galactic plane as shown:
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//

radial
velocity = 0

radial
velocity:l 0

The spiral arms show up as emission maxima at certain discrete

velocities. But the maxima are not simple because of clumpiness.

A strange observation is that a radial velocity is- observed

in the direction of the center of the galaxy indicating an outward

motion of 50 kml sec. If the sun is 8 kpc. out, then this expanding

arm is at R= 3 kpc. as inferred from the angular distribution.

From the intensity of the radiation the density is estimated and

the amount of gas in the expanding region is about 3 x 107MG ~ 1%
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of the neutral gas in the galaxy. The amount streaming out

is 1 M(j/r" at R= 3 kpc.'lhesource of this mass is not known.

The numbero.fstars in the galactic center is known and from

e.stimates of their probable rate of mass loss it is concluded that .

these are not the source of the matter.
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Lecture V

Mass Loss by Stars

REFERENCES: ,Articles in Hndbch 4. ,Physik by Gaposchkin and

Zwicky.
Article by Deutsch in Suppl.Nuovo Cimento, 22, 1961
and by Schmidt, AQ.l., 137, 758, 1963.

If the interstellar medium is a reaso~bly steady phenom-

enon, there must be sources of mass thàt replace the mass which

goes into the formation of new stars. In this lecture we shall

discuss the sources that are directly observable, in one way or

another.

I. Planetary Nebulae

The planetary nebulae are generally distant objects but

still have a finite angular diameter. To the older observers,

the fact that they displayed small but observable discs was

reminiscent of planets, hence the name. Schematically some

appear as shown in the sketch:

i ?~ ~~
¡
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The shell is shown expanding and the typical exp.ansion velocity

is 25 km/sec. while the radius of the nebula is about .1 pc.

The mass in the nebula is about .2 Mø ' so that the life time is

about 2. 5x 104 yrs.

The central stars of the planetaries are in late phases

of evolution (see sketch below) and the helium contant of the

nebula is higher than in the sun. . So perhaps we are seeing the

resul ts of heavy element formation here.

L l ~J/
/1'

CJJ(i1iiJ. "* A.

.( Te,

The masses of the central stars are about 1.2 - 1.5Me

this is estimated from the kinematical properties of the nebulae '

in comparison to stars of given mass and age.

About 500 planetary nebulae have been observed and from this

it is inferred that about 5 x 104 is the total number in the galaxy.

About 2 planetaries disappear per year on this basis, and

perhaps this implies the formation of two per year. If there is
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this steady number., then from the numbers given, we can compute
i

that the planetary nebulae give pabout . 4M ø to the interstellar

medium per year.

II. Novae

The sudden brightening of certain stars in about a day is

known as the nova phenomenon. For the older observers this 
would

make a star observable waich formerly was not and so gave the

appearance of the formation of a new star (Nova).

The light curves cifnovae are typically:

L

1:

J ' 45-The energy in the phenomenon is L d t = / D -UJA'

In the outburst a shell is thrown off which expands and

fades out. The mass of the shell is about . OOIM G
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The central star has about the solar mass and lies between

¥hite dwarfs and the central stars of planetary nebulae in the

lJ diagram.

Some novae recur and there is a rough correlation between

the height of the light peak and the time between outbursts; i.e.

pY~
jLcf
~J

The U Geminorumstars burst weakly every few days.

~ ~.
(These remarks

about 1- are very uncertain, since one must guess the amounts of

infrared and UV radiation.)

energy is

The nova shell expands at about 1000 kml sec. and the kinetic

': I./;
.6 m If ~ I D~. The gravitational energy is

G iy t1 M ¥"
, R ~ ID ..'

The increase in L is by a factor of about 106.

There are about 50 novae/yr in our galaxy which gives a total

mass return to interstellar space of about .05 Mø/yr.

III. Supernovae

There is no case in which a pres~pernova star has been observed.

Only one supernova outburst has actually occurred in out' galaxy in

recorded history close enough for the remnant to be well observed

the Crab nebula which was observed visually by the Chinese about
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1000 yrs.ago. One was seen in Andromeda in 1885. The light

maximum is much higher than for novae.

Two kinds of supernovae seem to occur:

II:
J L (1-t

1047 expansion 4type ergs, vel. ~ 10 kml sec

type I:
S L d.:t

1049 ergs, expansion vel. not measurable,
spectra not understood.

The Crab nebula is of type I. It has smooth (amorphous)

mass distribution on which is superposed a filamentary structure.

The smooth distribution has a continuous, polarized spectrum due

to synchrotron radiation by relativistic electrons moving in a

magnetic field. The filaments show line emission which show that

more hel ium than hydrogen is present. The heavy element abundance is

'- uncertain. The mass in the filaments is .2M0. The amorphous

mass seems to be imbedded in a magnetic field of 10-4 gauss and

has much less matter than is in the filaments.

It is not certain whether there is truly a central star in

the Crab nebula, but a star is observed with a similar proper motion

to the nebula. However, the nebula seems to have much les s mass than

we would expect from the picture that a massive star has exploded

and the missing mass is a puzzle.

The frequency of supernovae is about 1 per galaxy per 200 yrs.

This sets an upper limit to the mass returned to the galaxy of about

10 l:ø 1200 yrs. ~ ,05 masses/yr.
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iv. -Rapidly Rotating Stars

For stars with low, maases (e. g. ~ 1 Me) the rotation

,s¡ieed is about 2 ,kml sec which causes only small distortions from

-sphericity. But the more massive stars have much greater rota-

tional speeds as judged from line broadening. Roughly the varia-

tion is like

:;::t--¡: ~
\

I~ !:~tA ø
.M

i

/0/'19

The observed velocities will Vary widely from star to star

because of the random orientation of axes, but over and abnve

this is a variation which must be due to an intrinsic distribu-

tion of velocities.

For some stars the rotational velocity is comparable to

the escape velocity. These show emission lines which have been

interpreted as gaseous rings. The rings can appear and dis-

appear but there must be some shedding of mass, albeit very

small. The abundances in the rings resemble those in the stars.

V. Solar Wind

A stream of particles from the sun has been observed at

our distance from it (1. a.u.). This stream carries 10 charged

particles per cc at a velocity of 500 kml sec. If we assume that
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this stream is spherically symmetric and steady we get a mass out-

flux of 2 x 1012 gml sec corresponding to the whole ma~s of the sun

fl' . 1021owing out .in sec.

Some high luminosity sta~s seem to lose mass as is indicat~d

by spectral lines in companions to these stars. This gives a rate

of mass loss -: L about the same as for the sun.

The conclusion is that planetary nebulae dominate ampng the

observable sources of mass for the interstellar medium. This leaves

a problem.

If we assume that all stars give their masses back to the

interstellar medium (less that mass remaining in the residual white

dwarf) . then the mechanism by which this happens remains unobs~rved.

An example of the dilemma' is Sirius which is a binary star with One

component havingM = 2Mø and lying on the main sequence, and the

other being a white dwar,f withM = 1 M é Clearly, the white dwarf

has evolved more quickly than the main sequence companion and so it

must have had more mass, which returned to interstellar space sometime

in the past 3 x 108 yr (the nuclear-fuel upper limit to the age of

Sirius) .
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-Lecture VI

Galactic Evolution

REFERENCES: Sandage Hubble Atlas of Galaxies (Wonderful
pictures) .

Eggen, Lynden-Bell, Sandage ß£.~. 136, 748, 1962.
Munch & Zirin ß£.~. 133, 11, 1961.
Spitzer, L. (Article on the halo) ß£.~., 124, 20, 1956.

, In the Hubble Atlas one can distinguish three kinds of

galaxy: Spiral, Elliptical, and Irregular. This grouping is

standard in the classification of galaxies. The first kind, the

spiral galaxy) has been indirectly discussed in the fourth lecture,

our own galaxy being the example. Elliptical galaxies show no

spiral structure, and indeed no gas or dust, and present ellipsoids'

of stars of various flattening. The irregulars are hard to describe

and we must refer to pictures; there are those who feel that the

remnants of a bar and spiral arms can be seen in irregular galaxies,

such as the large Magellenic Cloud.

For the spiral galaxies, such as ours, a typical rotational

velocity curve looks like:

v l 250

Iw/su
/--

// ,
~

7-8 ?tpc. R
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Most of the observational evidence seems to indicate that the

spiral arms are trailing. Our galaxy is a good case in point.

In his article in the Wol tjer book, Oort raises the ques-

tion: how can spiral arms maintain their forms under the shearing

effect of differential rotation? He proposes two possible answers:

1) The arms may be kept rigid by motions along them. Since

no such flow is .observed at the sun i S location, such a flow must

be large elsewhere if it occurs.

The only forces one can think of are magnetic, and to con-

trol such flows would require magnetic fields of about 10-5 gauss.

The magnetic field can even have strong effects on HIregion~

because of ionized C and Si. However, we do not see the .kinds

of radial flows discussed here.

(It should be mentioned, though, that evidence for inter-

stellar magnetic fields exísts. The light from distant stars is

slightly polarized. This is thought to be evidence of the pre-

ferential extinction of one component of the EM field caused

by elongated particles which are preferentially aligned by a

magnetic field.)

2) If we start with an arm that looks like:

it will be stretched by differential rotation
~.

and pulled around. However if matter is injected on the left

(in this sketch) the arm itsalf will remain:
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new
material

introduced

~/~ " old arm is
shorn(! )

Another range of questions about the internal dynamics of

galaxies relates to the st~llar motions, which 'give so~e inter-

esting clues about the evolution of the galaxies. In particular,

it is found that youug and old stars show different kinematics,

and this may resul t from the different states of motion of the

interstellar gas at"çlifferent times. The young and old stars,

in fact, differ in a number of other ways" as the following

table shows.

Young star s Old stars

Heavy element High Low
abundance

.

Space Distribution Concentrated to Not concentrated i

galactic plane to plane

Veloci tyDistribu tion Deviation from LARGE DEVIATION FROM
circular velocity CIRCULAR VELOCITY
small (~ 10kml sec)

Interstellar matter Closely associated Not associated

Galactic orbits Eccentricity Some have large e
e. = 0 nearly ..

Inclination Some have large t.
.

00 near 1 y~ =
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The large deviations from the circuLar motion of the

old stars may reflect the initial state of motion of the galaxy.

In the picture of Eggen, Lynden-Belland Sandage the early

galaxy is an approximately spherical, rotating cloud of gas, in

which stars form from the interstellar matter.

Once a star forms, it is subject only to the gravitational

'-

force; before that time the gas from which it forms is subject to

gravitation and also friction from other nearby gas. The initial

gas cloud is supposed to be much larger than the present galaxy,

and so the gas in it is i~agined to be collapsing as star forma-

tion occurs. The stars with orbits with large eccentricity show,

in this picture, that the collapsé was rapid, for initially the

gas was in nearly circular orbits, which for a slow contraction

is an adiabatic invariant. So it is only by a rapid contraction

of the rest of the system (and hence of the force field) that

some stars can acquire large e Likewise the existence of

stars with large heights :; or velocities Vi!' normal to the

galactic plane show that initially the gas was much more extended.

Some of these concltisions, particularly about the rapid radial

collapse seem to me (D.E.O.) to depend on a picture of interstellar

turbulence that may be too schematic, and much work could be done

here.

Finally, we may raise the probl,em of the existence of small

gas clouds. These are not gravitationally bound and the question
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of their existence comes up. The present explanation is that

they are embedded in a medium with low density and high pressure.

This medium then, is not directly observable, but provides the

pressure to keep the clo~ds intact. A related piece of evidence

is the observation of radio emission which suggests that the

galaxy has a halo containing relativistic electrons. Perhaps,

too, this halo may be the source of the expanding arm discussed

in a previous lecture:

~~~
~~~ ~o

\~~
~) \)

Galactic plane


